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Northern Iowa Panthers

Head Coach: Bobbi Petersen
Players: Molly Turk, Krista DeGeest

Head Coach Bobbi Petersen
Opening Statement:
“Obviously, I’m very proud of our team and their effort tonight. One of the things we talked about is that every part of our game has 
been there at some point throughout the season and we’ve executed really well, but we haven’t had a match where everything has 
come together. It was going to take that tonight to be successful against Kansas State and I was really proud of our execution in every 
aspect of the game. The other thing that we talked about was fighting hard to be able to focus on one point at a time and looking at 
each point as its own battle and I thought our kids did a great job. In game three, Kansas State came at us. We’ve had opportunities 
throughout the season where we’ve done the same thing and maybe have backed off a little bit. I thought we did a really nice job of 
just letting the points go, and coming back and focusing on the next point.”

“I don’t know how many blocks we had, but the execution of funneling the ball where we needed it to go and getting good touches on 
it was as good as it’s been all year. That allowed our backcourt to do the things that they’re capable of doing. Offensively, to hit .321 
against a team like Kansas State, that’s huge for us. That was one of our better matches offensively, and to do it against a team like 
Kansas State took every part of our game. Molly did a great job of distributing the ball, and attackers were able to finish.”

On any adjustments they made... 
“I don’t know if we made a whole lot of adjustments. We spent the whole week focusing on some things of our own and some things 
for Kansas State, but I think it was just being able to come together and do everything that we’re capable of doing all at the same time. 
Our kids worked really hard this week, which is good to see because sometimes at this point of the year kids get tired. But we got in 
there, practiced and worked hard for a couple hours and then had our rest. Give our kids credit for still fighting to get better even at 
this time of year.”

On playing the final match in the Coliseum... 
“This place is amazing, so much history. It’s a great experience for our kids to be in that kind of atmosphere. We feel really good about 
the McCloud Center and our fan base and their support, but to be in a place like this and play in the last match here is something we 
haven’t even thought about. Thanks for pointing that out. We’re going to take the opportunity and make the best of it.”

Molly Turk
“Kalani and the coaches in general did a really good job of scouting the other team and breaking down the other team in the block and 
the offense so we knew what would work against them and what to run against them. Kalani did a really nice job of what play sets to 
run in what situations to have the most success. What you want to do in every situation is what gives you the kill the fastest and it’s 
easy for me because I have a lot of options anywhere I go.”

Krista DeGeest
“We wanted to focus on playing our game and taking it one point at a time. One thing that we pride ourselves on is quickness and being 
aggressive with the quick offense that we do. The back row was passing the ball to the net and we were able to run a bunch of different 
options. Molly got the ball to us and we were able to put it away.”

On playing in the NCAA tournament...
“You want to go out there every game, but it gives you a little more motivation when you know that if it doesn’t go your way it could 
be your absolute last. We all fought, all 19 of us and the coaches. We all fought every point.”


